Bosutinib in chronic myeloid leukemia: patient selection and perspectives
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Abstract: During recent years, the therapeutic landscape in chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) has changed significantly. Since the clinical introduction of tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) approximately 15 years ago, patients’ concerns have shifted from reduced life expectancy toward long-term toxicities of TKI, depth of remission, and the probability of successful treatment discontinuation. Patients with newly diagnosed CML in chronic phase (at least with a Sokal score not exceeding intermediate) may now expect an almost normal life expectancy. However, even if almost 30% of all newly diagnosed chronic-phase patients might eventually be facing the prospect of a life without CML-specific treatment, based on current knowledge, most, if not all, patients would have to undergo an expected minimum of 5–8 years of TKI treatment and the majority would face a life-long exposure to the side-effects of TKIs. At present, 5 different TKIs are licensed for the treatment of CML, that is, imatinib, which is a first-generation TKI (including its generic derivatives); nilotinib, dasatinib, and bosutinib, which are second-generation TKIs; as well as ponatinib, which is a so-called third-generation TKI and is supposed to be used for patients harboring the T315I-mutation. One of the important, yet unanswered questions is the choice of the best possible TKI upfront for each individual patient. Bosutinib is currently licensed for patients with CML after failure or intolerance of at least 2 other TKIs. It can also be prescribed according to label if after failure of the first TKI therapy, another option does not seem feasible. This review focuses on the existing data on clinical efficacy, tolerability, and side effects of bosutinib treatment in CML patients with the aim to identify patient characteristics and treatment scenarios most suitable for treatment with bosutinib.
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Introduction

Bosutinib (SKI-606, Bosulif®; Pfizer, New York, NY, USA) acts as a dual inhibitor of Src and ABL kinases. Compared with other second-generation tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs), it has only minimal inhibitory activity against platelet-derived growth factor receptor -A or c-KIT.1,2

Only low concentrations of bosutinib are required to ablate BCR-ABL phosphorylation when compared with the first-generation TKI imatinib (Glivec®, Novartis, Basel, Switzerland). Bosutinib is a potent second-generation inhibitor of chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) cell proliferation in vitro and has been found to be capable of overcoming the majority of imatinib-resistant BCR-ABL mutations.1,3 A detailed review on the biochemical, pharmacokinetic, and pharmacodynamic properties of the drug is given in several publications, including reviews.4–6

Bosutinib is administered once daily and its absorption increases with food.4 It is, therefore, recommended to be taken with food, which might be more convenient and
potentially increases adherence for some patients as compared with other TKIs - for example between Nilotinib intake and meals, an interval of at least 2 hours has to be respected. Bosutinib, though recommended, can either be taken with or without food. Bosutinib has an extensive tissue distribution and is primarily metabolized by cytochrome p450 isoenzyme 3A4 (CYP3A4). Preexisting renal insufficiency should be considered before treatment with bosutinib is initiated since Cortes et al recently reported that long-term bosutinib treatment may cause a modest but significant, apparently reversible decline in renal function. Consequently, close monitoring of patients with impaired renal function is recommended under bosutinib treatment.

Until now, bosutinib has been licensed for patients with Philadelphia-positive CML in chronic phase (CP), accelerated phase (AP), and blast crisis (BC) having been treated with at least 1 prior TKI and in which using imatinib, dasatinib (Sprycel®, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Otsuka America Pharmaceuticals Inc., San Francisco, CA, USA), or nilotinib (Tasigna®, Novartis, Basel, Switzerland) does not seem to be an appropriate choice. This license was based mainly on a Phase I/II trial, including patients in CP, AP, and BC (NCT00261846).8,9

Bosutinib in advanced clinical stages of CML

In advanced stage CML, that is, AP or BC, bosutinib seems to provide rather stable long-term efficacy in patients who show an initial response to treatment. Gambacorti-Passerini et al reported the long-term efficacy and safety of the drug in advanced leukemia patients after prior treatment failure in a Phase I/II trial (NCT00261846).10 Seventy-nine patients with AP, 64 in BC, and 24 with Philadelphia-chromosome positive (Ph+) acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL) had been treated with bosutinib in this trial. Most of these patients were highly pretreated, 9% even with 3 lines of TKI treatment. Long-term survival is still limited in this highly selected patient cohort; however, especially within the group of patients in AP, durable responses were achieved. With a median follow-up of 28.4 months (range 0.3–88.6), median overall survival (OS) in this cohort was not reached, 30 patients died, 11 among them within 30 days of their last bosutinib dose. Even among the patients with Ph+ ALL, few long-lasting responses were noted, for example, 1 patient maintained his initial complete hematologic response (CHR) for >304.3 weeks and a complete cytogenetic response (CCyR) for 327 weeks. Overall, and based on response rates in similar but obviously not identically laid out non-randomized trials, bosutinib seems to be similarly effective as the other second-generation TKIs approved in this situation. With about 50% of the AP responders and 25% of BC patients maintaining their response after 4- and 1-year treatment, respectively, bosutinib represents an additional treatment option not only for patients with a non-curative approach but also as a bridging therapy to allogeneic stem cell transplantation. Atilla et al reported a patient with secondary lymphoid blast phase with suspected central nervous system involvement transformed from a CPCML pretreated with imatinib, dasatinib, and nilotinib.11 In this case, treatment with bosutinib resulted in a durable hematologic response and was even able to maintain central nervous system response when combined with intrathecal chemotherapy.

In the framework of the same study, 3 different quality of life (QoL) assessment tools were used.12 During treatment, almost all patients experienced significant increases in their QoL under bosutinib treatment independent of whether they were in AP or blastic phase of CML.

Bosutinib in second and later lines in CP patients

Bosutinib has been tested in the second-, third-, and fourth-line setting in a Phase I/II trial (NCT00261846).

In the context of this clinical trial, 288 patients were treated with bosutinib as second-line therapy after imatinib failure (the distribution of patients in the different strata of the trial is shown in Figure 1).

The data from the 2-year follow-up of this study was published in 2014 showing that 85% achieved/maintained CHR, 59% achieved/maintained major cytogenetic response (MCyR, including 48% with CCyR), and 35% achieved major molecular response (MMR). OS and progression-free survival (PFS) rates after 2 years of treatment were 91% and 81%, respectively. In a more mature analysis of this trial, Brümmendorf et al focused on identifying factors that might have an influence on long-term outcome.16 BCR-ABL1 mutations could be identified as significant predictor of decreased OS with a hazard ratio (HR) of 3.35.

Results have already been reported in 2012 and have recently been updated with long-term outcomes.8,13,14 Median follow-up of the 119 patients included in the analysis was 32.7 months. MCyR rate after 4 years was 40%, the probability of maintaining MCyR was 69%. OS was 78% after 4 years. The incidence of AP transformation was only 4%, 13% of 57 patients developed an additional/new mutation leading to discontinuation of TKI in 12 of the 13 cases mostly because of lack of efficacy.
Regarding QoL assessments in this study, only a small health-related QoL impairment was demonstrated at baseline. During the 96 weeks on bosutinib therapy, patients reported statistically significant and/or clinically meaningful improvements on several Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy-Leukemia scales. Based on the aforementioned study, bosutinib was approved in 2012 in Europe and the USA. After approval, another Phase IV-trial was initiated in Europe testing bosutinib in label and will soon provide more safety and efficacy data out of a real-life setting (NCT02228382). This trial also included patients in fourth-line of therapy. Data on bosutinib treatment in fourth-line treatment is rare. In Spain, a retrospective analysis of 30 CPCML patients after failure of 3 different TKIs (imatinib + nilotinib + dasatinib) was performed. At the time of data cutoff, median follow-up after bosutinib initiation was 11.5 months (range: 2.0–46.0 months) and median duration of treatment across all cohorts was 9.3 months (range: 0.6–23.4 months). Median time for achievement of best response was short (3.7 months [range: 0.2–15.6 months]). Ninety percent (27/30) of patients achieved or maintained CHR. The probability to either maintain or improve their CCyR response was 56.6% (17/30) and 11 patients (36.7%) achieved or maintained their baseline MMR. In patients with responses of less than CCyR at baseline, the probabilities of obtaining CCyR, MMR, and MR4.5 were 13%, 11%, and 14%, respectively. PFS was 73% at 20 months.

**Bosutinib in first-line treatment**

Bosutinib was primarily tested in the first-line setting at a daily dose of 500 mg vs imatinib standard dose of 400 mg in the so-called BELA trial. Unfortunately, this study missed its primary endpoint because the CCyR-rate at 12 months with bosutinib was not significantly different from the CCyR rate of the imatinib-treated patients in the control arm (NCT00574873). However, all clinically meaningful secondary endpoints were significantly different in favor of bosutinib in this study. Importantly, no excess cardiovascular toxicity had been reported at this dosage compared with imatinib given at the 400 mg standard dose.

After thorough analysis of the BELA study data, including efficacy and safety of individual dose levels of bosutinib, as well as based on the experience gained from other second-generation TKIs suggesting that first-line treatment requires lower doses of TKI compared with second- and later-line treatments, a reduced daily dose of 400 mg bosutinib was investigated again in first-line setting compared with imatinib.
standard dose within the so-called BFORE trial, which closed recruitment in 2015 (NCT02130557). At the end of 2016, it was announced that this study met the primary endpoint meaning that bosutinib was superior to imatinib in first-line treatment regarding the MMR rate (and also again, regarding CCyR rate) at 12 months of treatment, these data were recently confirmed with 18 months follow-up.23,24

In the BFORE trial, 536 patients with newly diagnosed CP-CML were randomized 1:1 to receive 400 mg of bosutinib once daily (n=268) or imatinib (n=268).23 The median dose intensity for bosutinib was 392 and 400 mg/d for imatinib. The MMR rate at 12 months was significantly higher with bosutinib vs imatinib (47.2% vs 36.9%; P=0.02). Furthermore, CCyR rate by 12 months (77.2% vs 66.4%; P=0.0075) was also increased significantly. Time to response was much shorter in bosutinib-treated patients. Only few patients in both arms (1.6% of bosutinib and 2.5% of imatinib patients) progressed to accelerated/blast phase within the 12 months follow-up period. Whereas more patients discontinued treatment due to drug-related toxicity (12.7% for bosutinib and 8.7% for imatinib), this was outweighed in favor of bosutinib by a lower rate of discontinuations for lack of efficacy or related reasons. The safety profile of bosutinib in this trial was overall consistent with former trials; however, the grade >3 diarrhea rate was reduced to 7.8% compared with 11% in the BELA trial potentially as a result of the initial dose reduction as well as improved patient management under treatment due to increased alertness of the treating physicians for this toxicity.19,23

Safety of bosutinib
The non-hematological safety profile of bosutinib is different compared with the other approved TKIs in some concerns. Side-effect profiles are increasingly being used for selection of TKIs in first- and later-line treatments given that efficacy is overall not dramatically different for all approved second-generation TKIs and therefore adherence as well as long-term tolerability become increasingly important. Table 1 is adapted from a publication by Gambacorti-Passerini et al and (despite missing direct comparisons available for the second-generation TKIs) tries to weigh the predominant typical side-effect profiles of currently approved TKIs for CML treatment on the basis of a non-quantitative cross-trial comparison.25

Under bosutinib treatment, >80% of patients experience gastrointestinal adverse events (AEs), in particular episodes of nausea, vomiting, and especially diarrhea. Most of these side effects occur during the first few weeks of treatment, are self-limiting, and normally of low grade. Several publications give advice regarding prophylactic treatment in order to avoid significant GI toxicity. In the later trials, patients have been equipped with extensive instructions in order to avoid severe or long-lasting episodes of diarrhea, for example, using loperamid treatment and in individual cases, even prophylaxis. Episodes of higher grade diarrhea were much less common and reported to occur in the order of 10% in several studies; however, treatment discontinuation due to diarrhea was a rare event.26

As most of the other TKIs, bosutinib can cause skin rashes in about 30% of patients.26 However, skin rashes are usually reported to be short-lasting and generally well manageable. In the publication by Ault et al, the authors give advice on what behavior to avoid (long baths, tight clothing) and which actions to take (eg. application of topical antiseptics or topical antibiotics).

Transaminase elevations and lipase increases were also reported significantly more frequently under bosutinib than imatinib treatment and are the most important reason for discontinuation of bosutinib. However, these toxicities once monitored closely can mostly be handled successfully by treatment interruptions and/or dose reductions and, eventually, most patients can continue with the drug upon reexposure.

As for all other TKIs used in CML treatment, bosutinib side effects in the hematopoietic system are, at least partly, thought to reflect the efficacy of the drug. However, while the rate of neutropenias is in favor of bosutinib, thrombocytopenia was the most common cause for treatment discontinuation in the first-line BELA trial.19 This is rather

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Most frequent side effects of all approved TKI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Imatinib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematologic</td>
<td>Neutropenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab values</td>
<td>Phosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-lab AEs</td>
<td>Muscle cramps, edema</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: AEs, adverse events; ALT, alanine transaminase; AST, aspartate transaminase; PAOD, peripheral arterial vascular occlusive disease; TKI, tyrosine kinase inhibitors.
Bosutinib for CML

In a Phase I clinical trial testing bosutinib in coadministration with lansoprazole in healthy subjects, bosutinib serum levels significantly decreased after intake of the combination of both. Bosutinib uptake is dependent on the acid pH-environment of the stomach and its blood levels depend on hepatic CYP3A4 metabolism, which is affected by lansoprazole. Therefore, bosutinib should not be taken together with proton-pump inhibitors. If medically indicated, short-lasting antacids should be used and bosutinib intake should be scheduled with a sufficient time interval.

Cytochrome p450 isoenzyme

Bosutinib is mostly metabolized via hepatic CYP3A4 enzymes and therefore, as in almost all of the other CML-TKIs available, concomitant administration of bosutinib with CYP3A4 inhibitors should be monitored carefully. Drug–drug interaction between bosutinib and certain CYP3A4 inhibitors, like aprepitant, is well understood. However, an algorithm, which can be used to predict drug–drug and drug–disease interactions in patients being treated with weak/moderate CYP3A4 inhibitors as well as in patients with hepatic or renal impairment has been published for bosutinib by Ono et al. The algorithm allows prediction of bosutinib exposures under different circumstances; however, until now, it has not been tested in a real-life setting.

Bosutinib and concomitant medication

Proton-pump inhibitors

Non-hematologic AEs under bosutinib seem to occur earlier than under imatinib (e.g., liver toxicity) and at this stage, it seems as if newly occurring non-hematological toxicities behind year 1 (and even more so after year 5) are rare. Furthermore, no significant treatment-related irreversible toxicities have so far been described under bosutinib treatment. However, at this point, long-term follow-up data are only available for imatinib and were recently published as part of a 10-year follow-up of the IRIS trial as well as the German CML IV study whereas long-term safety data are lacking for the currently approved second-generation TKIs altogether.

Characteristics of AEs profile are unique to each TKI. Although bosutinib is a SRC-kinase inhibitor and SRC-kinases play an important role in T- and NK-cell function, Kreutzman et al. could not find major changes in T- or NK-cell phenotype or function during first-line bosutinib treatment, whereas in imatinib-treated patients, the proportion of NK-cells increased and their degranulation responses were significantly higher compared with untreated CML patients. The clinical value of these findings still needs to be evaluated.

Bosutinib and long-term safety compared with other TKIs

Non-hematologic AEs under bosutinib seem to occur earlier than under imatinib (e.g., liver toxicity) and at this stage, it seems as if newly occurring non-hematological toxicities behind year 1 (and even more so after year 5) are rare. Furthermore, no significant treatment-related irreversible toxicities have so far been described under bosutinib treatment. However, at this point, long-term follow-up data are only available for imatinib and were recently published as part of a 10-year follow-up of the IRIS trial as well as the German CML IV study whereas long-term safety data are lacking for the currently approved second-generation TKIs altogether.

Importantly, Cortes et al. published a retrospective subanalysis of the vascular and cardiac safety profile of the 2 bosutinib trials. Particularly, on the basis of the randomized BELA study, they could show that the treatment-duration adapted rate of cardiovascular events for patients under bosutinib treatment did not exceed that of patients under imatinib treatment. Overall, increased performance status, history of vascular events, older age, and history of diabetes were prognostic for occurrence of vascular side effects.

Bosutinib compared with other TKIs

As shown in Table 2, the efficacy of bosutinib is comparable with those of other TKIs. Unfortunately, no randomized clinical trial could be found comparing bosutinib with either dasatinib or nilotinib. In a matching-adjusted indirect treatment, comparison of bosutinib, dasatinib, nilotinib, and ponatinib (Iclusig®; Ariad Pharmaceuticals Inc., Cambridge, MA, USA) regarding survival for second-line CP-CML by Muresan et al, a favorable HR of 1.6 with regard to PFS was described for bosutinib compared with nilotinib and dasatinib. However, such inter-trial comparisons are rather controversial, therefore have to be taken with extra caution and do, by no means, substitute for a direct comparison. Along this line, the HR comparing OS for all 3 TKIs was not statistically significant from 1.

Table 2 compares the efficacy of 3 different second-generation TKIs. Characteristics of AEs profile are unique to each TKI. Figure 2 is adapted from a publication by Wolf et al and...
Isfort and Brümmendorf shows recommendations for TKI treatment with regard to comorbidity status of each patient.42 It is advisable that the treating physician is aware of the specific side-effect profile of the administered TKI in order to inform the patient upfront, thereby making upcoming side effects less alarming and more manageable. Steegmann et al published valuable advice on how to handle AEs in all available TKIs that are applied in patients suffering from CML.43 As described previously, even more specific information exists for bosutinib.26

Table 2 Efficacy parameters of bosutinib, nilotinib and dasatinib in first- and second-line treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bosutinib</th>
<th>Nilotinib</th>
<th>Dasatinib</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MMR rate after 24 months of first-line therapy</strong></td>
<td>59(^a)</td>
<td>71(^b)</td>
<td>64(^c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CCyR rate of second line treatment after imatinib failure/intolerance</strong></td>
<td>48(^d)</td>
<td>41(^e)</td>
<td>44(^f)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CCyR, complete cytogenetic response; MMR, major molecular response.

![Figure 2 Recommendations for TKI treatment with regard to comorbidity status.](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Note:** Adapted with permission from Wolf D, Brümmendorf TH, Isfort S. Individualisierte Therapie der CML: Bedeutung patienten- und krankheitsspezifischer Parameter für eine optimale Therapiewahl. [Individualized therapy for CML: importance of patient- and illness- specific parameters in order to choose the optimal therapy]. Thieme Praxis Report. 2015;7:9.
Future perspectives

At present, bosutinib is a well-established treatment alternative in the third and later lines of treatment of CML patients. Most physicians might also consider it in second-line treatment for patients with cardiovascular or respiratory diseases. The recently published positive results from the first-line BFORE trial might point to a potential use of the drug in first-line therapy in the near future.

Kota et al presented new data on an analysis on dose reductions in 2 bosutinib trials (NCT00261846 and NCT00574873).44 In this analysis, dose reduction seemed to be safe with regard to efficacy and did succeed in decreasing rates of gastrointestinal toxicity (comparison of 1 cohort taking 500 mg/day to patients taking 400 mg/day: diarrhea: 84% vs 50% in the second-/third-line/advanced stages trial, 70% vs 41% in the first-line trial; nausea: 45% vs 23% (second-/third-line/advanced stages trial), 34% vs 21% (first-line trial); vomiting: 33% vs 21% (second-/third-line/advanced stages trial), 28% vs 22% [first-line trial]) or to 300 mg/day (diarrhea: 85% vs 31% [second-/third-line/advanced stages trial]), 75% vs 38% (first-line trial); nausea: 43% vs 14% (second-/third-line/advanced stages trial), 43% vs 21% (first-line trial); and vomiting: 34% vs 11% (second-/third-line/advanced stages trial), 34% vs 18% (first-line trial). As these data have been gathered retrospectively, within the ongoing BODO trial currently recruiting in Germany (NCT03205267), a step-in dose adjustment at the start of bosutinib is being performed with the aim to reduce early onset GI toxicity. In this ongoing trial, patients start with 300 mg and increase the dose by 100 mg every 14 days if no AEs ≥ Grade 2 are occurring. The optimal daily dose providing optimal efficacy with fewest AEs possible is still missing and will be a promising challenge to find.45

As treatment-free survival is becoming a more and more relevant treatment endpoint for patients and their physicians outside clinical trials not only in first line but also in later treatment lines in CP, it is important to note that data on treatment discontinuation after bosutinib treatment is currently missing altogether. Future trials investigating whether favorable response rates seen in first- and potentially later-treatment lines will translate also into favorable rates of treatment-free remissions under bosutinib are therefore urgently needed.
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